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HEAVE HOEI Jack Onstad of the University of Montana physical plant works on a backhoe replacing a section of deteriorating sidewalk In front of the
Journalism Building yesterday. Onstad said some sidewalks on campus are over 25 years old. (Photo by Martin Horejsi.)

Hersh attacks present politics
By Greg Moore
KttminCOTtrtfcuMgRtpomr

The American press has
been incompetent on reporting
matters of secrecy in govern
ment, said journalist Seymour
Hersh Thursday In a talk titled
“Journalism and Foreign
Policy."
Hersh, a former reporter for
the New York Times who be
came nationally known for his
disclosure of the My Lai mas
sacre in 1968, made his
remarks at the University of

Seymour Hersh

Montana Underground Lecture
Hall.
He said that American presi
dents since the time of the
Kennedy administration have
made liberal use of clandestine
operations and have regularly
lied to the American people,
but that the press has rarely
caught them in the act.
"If they want to fool us they
can," he said. "If the president
wants to run a secret operation
in Nicaragua, he can.”
Hirsh ridiculed contentions
that the press’s disclosure of
the Watergate scandal is proof
of Its competence and power.
He said that if the press had
been doing its job, it would
have uncovered the scandal
before the 1972 elections and
former President Nixon would
likely have never served a sec
ond term.
"We didn't stop him," Hersh
said. "We made Watergate
possible."
Hersh was harshly critical of
the foreign policy of Nixon and
former secretary of state Henry
Kissinger.

"There's no evidence that he
(Kissinger) and Nixon ever dis
cussed any foreign policy ad
venture in terms of human
costs,” he said.
However, he said that a pat
tern of secrecy and lying was
evident as early as the time of
the Kennedy administration.
"In terms of their morality, I
don't think you'll find an inch of
difference between the Nixon
White House and the JohnsonKennedy White House.” he
said.
Hirsh indicated that he saw
little improvement in the Rea
gan administration.
"We've got basically an illiter
ate ignnoramous who revels in
it as president,” he said. "He
has a profound inability to un
derstand what is going on."
However, he predicted that
Reagan "is for sure going to be
re-elected with the collection of
wimps running against him."
"Eighty-five will be a very
dangerous year for all of us,"
Hirsh said. "He won't care then
about the fact that he can be
nibbled to death by the press."

River House offers confidence,
guidance to mentally disturbed
By Kathie Horejsi
Aecxxir

The pounding of hammers,
the clatter of typewriter keys,
the strumming of a guitar and
the comfortable noise of dishes
In the kitchen as lunch is being
prepared are the sounds that
drift down the hallway of 225
W. Front St.
At the end of the hall a young
man stops another to tell him
proudly that he hasn't had a
drink all day. He explains to his
companion how he has begun,
with the help of counseling, to

work to end his chemical de
pendency.
In another room some men
play pool while others sit read
ing or talking. A conference is
in process in the adjoining of
fice.
Downstairs in the workshop,
one man works on a cupboard
he is making while another
constructs a frame for one of
his paintings. A third applies a
coat of varnish to a shelf he
has made for one of the of
fices.
In the kitchen, peach pies are

being set out on the counter.
This is River House, the Mis
soula day treatment program
of the Western Montana Com
munity Health Care Center. It
operates as a club In which
adults who suffer from mental
illness can feel useful, ac
cepted and needed.
"To become a member of
River House, you have to have
been in the past severely dis
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firt/y to CSI program
will be tougher at UM
By Kathie Horejsi

Students who want to major
in computer science at the Uni
versity of Montana should de
clare their major before fall if
they want to avoid facing the
same stringent restrictions that
may apply to incoming fresh
men and transfer students, ac
cording to John Barr, chairman
of the Computer Science De
partment.
Admission to the computer
science program will be
restricted because the Legisla
ture decided not to increase
faculty at UM.
The final decision on the plan
to limit computer science en
rollment will be made by the
Faculty Senate at its next meet
ing.

New majors would come in
as pre-computer science ma
jors, Barr said. Those students
would have to complete a manditory curriculum of 40 credits
and maintain a grade point av
erage of at least 2.5 before for
mally applying to the degree
program.
"We have not yet established
all our criteria," Barr said, but
admissions will be controlled
turbed, but you also have to be and
______
________
, will be
all required
classes
in good enough shape that you. closed to non-majors.
See "River House" page 16. "We have received twice as

many freshmen and transfer
applications at this point in the
year as we had last year," he
said, explaining that if there are
200 students who want to
major
in
computer
science next year and enroll
ment is limited, 125 of the 200
students will not be able to
continue in the program after
their sophomore year.
If they leave, “It's not going to
hurt us as bad as it's going to
hurt the rest of the college" in
terms of funding, Barr said. He
explained that because of the
195 credits needed for gradua
tion from UM, computer sci
ence majors can take only 70
credits in that department.
"It's a time of crisis. A deci
sion has to be made one way
or another," Barr said. "If they
(Faculty Senate) don’t allow us
to limit enrollment, they have to
give us additional resources to
handle the load."

He said that the department
is bothered by trends In enroll
ment. The number of computer
science majors at UM has
greatly increased each year
since 1977 and the department
is not keeping up because of
limited resources such as
space, faculty and funding,
Barr said.

Aber Day lives—sort of
There's been a lot of talk about keggers this past
week. And it seems as though people can't talk about
keggers without mentioning Aber Day Keggers of yester
day.
The first large kegger of the year, the Spring Spec
tacular, is this weekend. One week later Is Aber Day
Three Days Later.

Kaimin editorial
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Open forum
Editor: The Computer User's
Advisory Committee has
scheduled another OPEN
FORUM at 4 p.m. on MONDAY,
MAY 16 in LA 11. This second
open forum Is intended to con
centrate on the planning pro
cess for acquisitions and use of
computer hardware and soft
ware at UM. Topics may in

Letters to the editor ehoeld
clude funding of computer ac
be
no longer then JOO worts.
quisitions, including the possi
bility of a student fee, and as nCwwO fvwy I WBQCy. wwwMffy, TrWt>
mW Mdw ot •• udmi ywrly Ib
sessment of demand for com MM IMmB of UNMreo «t Momk.
The
UM SUM at JounMom M M Mm
puter resources. Please attend
Mw KMMb tor pracuot cowmi but MtMM>
and share your ideas. We will no cwarai o«« pobey or cohM TM opHom
also be recruiting members foi •iprMMd on M MlonM pa«» do not momtarty r«Aoct VW No* Of AlUM,
MB or fw
a study group to continue with unMrMy WmNMM SutecrtpVan Mac
M • ouarwr. tti ftr MM yvar. EMM a
this planning process.
taoond <Ma auaartM M MaaoM. Motmw
mti. funs MO-MOf.
Lee Tangedahl
Chairman, Computer Users’
Advisory Committee

Mark Grove- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A little off the top

This year’s Spring Spectacular will be the seventh
and last. It’s become something of a tradition in its own
right. It’s also become a consistent money-maker for its
promoters.
Now, keggers (and the selling of beer In general)
have aways been a quick way to make a lot of money.
And no one has ever really wanted to deny a capable en
trepreneur his chance at a profit. Which brings us to
Aber Day Three Days Later.
By invoking the memory of the Aber Day Kegger,
Rod Harseil of Fun Productions hopes to ride the coat
tails of a once well-established tradition. There's nothing
really wrong with this, it's just that it still doesn’t seem
right.
As much fun as these keggers promise to be, they
will never match Aber Days of the past. There was a dou
ble pleasure in drinking beer and knowing that you were
supporting a worthy cause, i.e., the University of Montana
Mansfield Library.
If you like, drinking beer or (in the case of Harsell’s
production) listening to good music, attend one of the
keggers, or both.
But don't forget the real Aber Day and its position in
UM's heritage. Get out and participate in something on
campus. Help clean up or beautify the campus. Run In
the Aber Day race and help support the library. Then you
can go drink beer. It will probably be one of the best tast
ing beers you'll have.

BLOOM COUNTY

Letter—
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Poor theater
I’m one of those people who like to es
cape reality by any means available: sleep,
books, mind-altering substances (beer and
whatever), and even television if it's available
(though TV is so bad I usually make sure it's
not available).
My favorite form of escape Is sleep. But
movies come a close second. I'm a movie fa
natic. Sitting in a dark theater, eating pop
corn, drinking smuggled-in-beer, spitting to
bacco juice into empty Coke cups and watch
ing a film compares to escaping from my last
class on a Friday for giving me pleasure. And
if the movie is good, I rank the experience
there with sexual dreams.
Last weekend I saw two movies: “Apocolypse Now,** one of my all-time favorite
films, and "Dr. Detroit," a wretched picture
that was kind of like "Dan Aykroyd meets
Charley's Angels on the Love Boat."
Which movie did I enjoy most? It was the
horrid "Dr. Detroit."
That disturbs me. My displeasure is due
to where the movies were shown. "Dr.
Detroit" played In the plush comfort of the
Wilma, "Apocolypse Now" in the UC Ball
room. I'm not a big advocate of plush movie
theaters. My favorite Missoula theater is the
Crystal (It reminds me of the garage I kept my
dog in when I was a kid). But in the Crystal it's
dark, you can hear the sound track and there
aren't fifty heads fighting with the screen for
your attention. The same can't be said for
watching films In the Ballroom.
The Ballroom has so many windows that
— despite curtains — it isn't dark enough to
show a movie until at least 9 p.m. Most mov
ies there start at 8 p.m. This creates a washe
d-out "wasn't-he-a-cute-baby" home movie
effect. Movie theaters are dark for a reason.
But before long it is dark enough outside that
there is no grave problem. The distraction at
the beginning is annoying, but soon forgot
ten. What is not forgotten during the duration
of the movie is the sound. It's terrible. If
you've ever seen "Apocolypse Now,” you
know that it is difficult to understand what
Marlin Brando is mumbling. In the Ballroom
rendition of "Apocolypse Now,” you have that
problem with every character in the movie. A
couple weeks ago I saw "Reds” at the Ball
room. I brought a friend, who had never seen
■ It, with me. I had told her what a great movie
it was. She won't know unless she sees it
again because the movie's dialogue was inau
dible in the UC.
Finally, It is hard to lose yourself — to es
cape reality — In a movie when the bottom
portion of the screen is cut off by people's
heads. True, there Isn't much important ac
tion taking place at the bottom of the screen.
But It’s annoying to see a bunch of heads
bobbing around when one Is trying to con
centrate on a movie. There are maybe 30

1

seats in the Ballroom where you can see the
screen clearly, without distractions.
I don't want to knock ASUM Program
ming, which puts on the movies, too much.
For the most part I have no qualms about the
movie selection we get from it. The price of a
seat, $1 for students, is very reasonable. It
doesn't even bother me that much that "Apo
colypse Now" was started, then stopped, then
started again, then stopped again due to
some hairy thing in the projector. Accidents
happen and the people operating the projec
tor aren't professionals.
But why put on a good movie such as
"Reds” or "Apocolypse Now" at a good price
and then ruin the movie by having it in the
Ballroom? Why not show them in the Under
ground Lecture Hall? It's always dark there,
the sound system is better and you can see
the screen from any of the 440 seats.
I asked ASUM Programming Movie Co
ordinator Keith Koprivica that question yes
terday. He gave me several reasons why it's
preferable to hold it in the Ballroom. These
are:
• There are more doors to be guarded In
the Underground Lecture Hall.
• The projector in the Underground Hall
isn't large enough to hold a feature-length
film reel. Programming splices the films they
get so that we can see them without a break
to change reels. If these films were shown in
the Underground Hall we might be interupted
four or five times.
• The Ballroom is more centrally located
and is the traditional theater for ASUM mov
ies. If they were held in the Underground Hall
some people would miss them because
they'd assume they were in the Ballroom.
• Students have better access to the
Copper Commons.
• The Ballroom can seat 700 people,
whereas the Underground Hall can seat only
440.
Koprivica also said that he is working on
getting a better sound system for the Ball
room.
Which is all fine and good. But the fact
remains that watching a movie in the Ball
room is annoying. As I said, it depletes the
experience of going to a movie. Let's say that
Programming locks all the doors but one in
the Underground Hall. Let's say they work a
deal to move the Ballroom projector to the
Undergound Hall. If you're not going to show
movies in the Ballroom, why have a projector
there anyway? Let’s say you advertise that the
movie will be in the Underground Hall. Let’s
say that if Programming expects a big turnout
they show the movie twice, even if that re
quires raising the movie price to $2. It’s worth
an extra dollar if you can enjoy a movie more.
Programming has done a pretty good job
at giving us quality films. Let’s say they give
us a quality place to watch them.

Letters
Wrong again
Editor: No Or. Gideon you
are wrong again. The answer to
my question is that an error lies
in the Health Department's cal*
culations. If you fail to see the
error the first time let's try with
a more complex view (I tried to
make my first letter as simple
as possible for those who have
problems with math. The cal
culations I used will be later
reviewed and you will see how
they fit).

For a different view of the
same problem try this: GIVEN;
Total Average Dally Pollution
equals 10.28 tons; The share of
industrial pollution is measured
at 1.25 tons, wood smoke
measures In at 5.01 tons, and
other (fuel combustion, road
dust, etc.) measures 4.02 tons.
(These are the facts the Air
Pollution Board used to find
the percentages they defended
at the Town Meeting). FIND:
What is the percentage of the
daily average pollution for each

individual source?
If you wish to make It com
plex go ahead, however, sim
plicity is also correct. Percen
tages are calculated by adding
the individual sources together
(1.25 plus 5.01 plus 4.02),
which equals 10.28 tons per
day. Now divide the weight of
each individual source by the
total weight. You will get Indus
trial 12 percent (covered six
times and stated as only 2 per
cent by the Health Officials).
Wood smoke Is 48 percent
(stretched almost half again to
68 percent by the Health Officals).
My question should lie in
"Why do they cover up and
make industrial pollution so
small as to almost non-existent
and then overstate the wood
smoke problem by claiming a
68 percent figure?"
To visualize these changes in
percentages by the Health De
partment compare them to
something closer to home like
interest rates. Let's assume 12
percent then a quick juggle of
10 points yields 2 percent in

terest (Reaganomics?). How
ever, would you buy if the inter
est rate were stretched to 32
percent? Or try unemployment.
The rate is now about 10 per
cent. Decrease it by the 10
points used in favor of industry
and you would eliminate that
problem completely. On the
other hand add to it the 20
points that stretched wood
smoke, and you get a 30 per
cent unemployment rate.
Now try air pollution. If you
take the 12 percent industry
actually has and change it to 2
percent you get a very low level
polluter (it moves industrial
pollution from third largest
source to smallest source). On
the other hand add 20 points to
the wood smoke’s actual 48
percent and you get the 68
percent figure used at the
Town Meetings (equivalent to
burning 1.1 cords in 5.6 days).
If you start with the Health
Department's own figures on
tons of pollution per source
and then figure the percen
tages you get 48 percent wood
smoke and 12 percent in

dustry. In attempts to get the
public favor the Health Depart
ment stated that 68 percent of
the pollution is from wood
smoke while 2 percent is from
industry. In my first letter I
showed that if you start with
distorted percentages a ratio of
34 to 1 is achieved. Since the
percentages were distorted to
begin with, the amount of wood
each burner must burn be
came distorted also.
If you use the correct percen
tages (48 percent, 12 percent)
the ratio becomes 4 to 1. To
find the dally average pollution
level of wood smoke multiply
the industrial level (1.25) times
the ratio (4), we get 5.00 tons
pollution per day. (Given data
shows 5.01 tons).
Now continuing with my origi
nal equation you get 10,000
lbs. of particulate pollution
divided by 13,000 users, yields
.79 lbs per user each day. A
ton of wood (1.1 cords) pro
duces an average of 37.5 lbs of
pollution. So take 37.5 lbs.
divided by .79 lbs per day (the
lbs will cancel out) and you get

a total of 46 days to burn 1.1
cords, a much more realistic
view.
You commented that the
Health Department does not
have a mathematical model to
follow, so tell us what the three
people at the Town Meetings
were defending. They used
charts, graphs, scales, and
numbers in attempts to prove
that the percentages they ar

rived at were correct. They
sure looked like the real figures
but when calculated correctly
you can clearly see the percen
tages are distorted.
If you've been working for the
Health Department for four
years, tell me, why did they lie
about the actual percentages.
Did they lie about anything
else?
It’s bad enough when wood
smoke accounts for 45 percent
of the pollution, but as public
officials they have an obligation
to represent taxpayers in an
unbiased way. Or do they?
Robert Campbell
Junior, business education

TODAY
Tickets Go On Sale For

ABER KEGGER
(3 Days Later)

Only 999 Tickets Will Be Sold
Featuring:

150 KEGS OF ICE COLD OLY BEER
With Music By:

MONTANA - BOF-A-D1PS - DAN HART
Tickets: $12.00— Outlets: Worden's, Grizzly Grocery, Budget Tapes & Records

))

Missoula J.C.'s Parking for *1°° Donation

ID's Required • Mo Minors

Presented by Fun Productions

No Glass, Please f
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Letter—
concert to Missoula. (How clev
er.) By asking that very ques
tion Mark has proven his
ignorance in the realm of con
Editor: Ignorance prevails! cert programming.
Once again someone has
First of all Mark, you fail to
opened their mouth without realize that Programming has
first looking into the facts.
very little control over the con
I'm speaking of Mark Lace* certs that come to Missoula.
ky's letter which appeared in
Tuesday's Kaimin. Mark pon This condition is brought on by
dered the question of how the fact that Programming is
many Programming Directors not afforded the luxury of a
does it take to bring a good separate concert budget. Be

Ignorance

cause ASUM dollars are
spread so thinly between the
myriad of registered groups,
dur portion could not possibly
allow for a separate concert
account. What this means is
that we cannot buy our own
shows. We have to rely on pro
moter dollars to bring various
acts to Missoula and most pro
moters have found that country
acts do relatively well here. It's
a sad condition for those of us
who prefer rock n' roll, but you

really can't blame the promoter
for wanting to make a buck.
Another consideration, Mark,
is that like It or not Missoula is
an isolated market. Most pro
moters see this as a losing
market. The size of our only
major venue (the fieldhouse) is
usually too prohibitive for them
to come in and make a profit..
With the exorbitant artist fees
that most national touring acts
require, we would have to
charge extremely high ticket

U. C. BOOKSTORE

MUSIC SALE!
NEW RELEASES AND BEST SELLERS SPECIALLY PRICED NON!
MICHAEL
JACKSON

Lee Greenwood
Somebody* Gonne love You

THRILLER

PINK FLOYD
THE FINAL CUT

JOURNEY

Give thegift
of music

DAVID BOWIE
LET’S DANCE

DEF LEPPARD

FRONTIERS

PYROMANIA

ALBUMS OR CASSETTES

SHELLY WEST
West By West

Don Williams
Yellow Moon

prices In order to offset the lim
ited capacity. Production costs
are relatively fixed whether you
have 6,000 seats or 15,000
seats. Therefore, the per seat
cost of a venue as small as the
fieldhouse is extremely high,
which can only be reflected in
ticket prices. If you're willing to
pay that high price Mark, and
can guarantee that 6,000 of
your friends (ha) will pay that
same price, then we will be
more than happy to accommo
date your wishes for a “good"
concert. (Although some would
say that Dan Fogelberg, Little
River Band, Randy Meisner,
Charlie Daniels, Nicholette Lar
son, Marshall Tucker, and
Poco were all good concerts.)
One last point I would like to
bring out is that Missoula is a
segmented market. Everybody
likes something different. It's
extremely difficult to program a
concert that will have enough
appeal to make it financially at
tractive. Everyone is waiting for
that one show they “really
wanna see." What they fail to
realize is that by doing so they
are literally cutting their own
throats. Believe it or not, pro
moters have a tendency to look
•at past attendance records.
And when all they see is low
figures they opt not to come
here. The time may come when
Missoula will not have ANY
concerts, because of the lack
of support.
What I would suggest to you
Mark, is to get off your butt,
quit bitching out of ignorance,
and support Programming with
the shows we do. You might
also consider giving us. a little
support at next year’s budget
ing, if you would truly like to
see some "good concerts.”
Tim Smith
Director, ASUM Programming
P.S. Next time you might
come over and talk to us be
fore you attempt to be so clev
er.

CaUtoUe Cmr*** MWMry
CXHM tht Klug Chare*

Weekend Mass Schedule
Saturday—5:15 P.M.
Sunday—9:00 & 11:00 A.M.
Sunday—9:00 P.M.
Phone 728*3845

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GREPSYCH-GRE8I0
HAbGMAbOfl
OUbPUbW
UriKDBK'ECFK
FLEb VQE • IIDB • H BBS
CM* SPEED READIMG
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UM gears up for 68th annual Aber Day spring festivities
By Jerry Wright
K»m,n SU*

Planting, landscaping, dan*
delion digging, raking and hoe
ing - sounds like a Saturday
at mom and dad’s house.
But back home on gardening
day there were never two live
bands, dramatic entertainment,
carnival booths, an art fair, a
barbecue, prizes and more.
It must be Aber Day, the an
nual rite of spring at the Uni
versity of Montana.
The days of 1,000 kegs and
Jimmy Buffett are gone, but
Aber Day is back on campus
where it started and where it
belongs, according to Bruce
Baker, Aber Day Co-Chairman.
Next Wednesday UM will cel
ebrate Aber Day's 68th an
niversary.
It began in 1915 at the hands
of William Aber, professor of
Greek and Latin at UM from
1895-1919. He set up a special
day for faculty and students to
help beautify and clean up the
campus.
Aber Day was an annual
event until 1954, when it died
out.
It was revived in 1971, but
between 1971-1979 Aber Day

was better known for the 8,000plus beer and music fans that
used to flood the rodeo
grounds for sound and suds.
Since the last kegger in 1979,
Aber Day has been slowly re
turning to the campus. Baker
said.
For Aber Day next Wednes
day, classes have been can
celled from noon until 6 p.m.,
and the planting and clean up
crews will be working at var
ious areas around campus.

given to a graduate student
who has done applied work on
an environmental problem.
Clancy Gordon was a popu
lar botany professor who was
active in environmental issues
until he died of cancer in 1981.
The schedule of events on
Aber Day will be:
• 12:15, meet at work areas.
• 1:30, UM Jazz Workshop,
library run.
• 3:00, surprise act followed
by awards ceremony — Oval.

• 3:30, "Lucky Finger" from
Bozeman — Oval.
• 4:30, barbecue — Oval.
• 4:45, "Michael Purington"
— Oval.
• 5:00, shootout by “The Out
laws" dramatic troupe — Oval.
• 6:00, shut down.
Other events that will be
going on throughout the after
noon:
• arrests for a price being
made by “The Outlaws."
• a pie-throwing booth, fea

turing members of ASUM,
members of the football and
basketball teams and others on
the receiving end.
• art fair — Oval.
• picnic games such as
three-legged and sack races
during the barbecue.
For any groups or individuals
interested in participating in
the cleanup there is a sign-up
sheet in the ASUM offices, or
meet at the Grizzly Bear on the
Oval at noon.

The UM Advocates, the foot
ball team, the history and
political science departments,
UM Administration and ASUM
have already volunteered to
help with the work, and other
campus groups are urged to
sign up and help.
In memory of the keggers of
old, there will be a 16-gallon
keg awarded to the group that
is most productive. Prizes will
be awarded to the most profi
cient dandelion diggers.
The annual Mansfield Library
Benefit Run will begin at 1:30
p.m., and later in the day the
Clancy Gordon Memorial
Award will be given. The award
is a competitive scholarship

New Circle K officers plan
to increase club projects
By Melanie Williamson
Kanin R«po<W

The newly-elected president
and vice-president of the Uni
versity of Montana chapter of
Circle K Club said that they
plan to increase the number of
projects that the service orga
nization is involved in during
their one-year terms.
President Jack Berry, junior
in economics, and Vice Presi
dent Vince Poore, junior in
business management, say
that they also want to increase
membership in the organiza
tion and invite more speakers
to the club’s weekly meetings.
According to Poore, UM's
Circle K Club Is a group of stu
dents with a mission to serve
campus and community In
whatever form that service
might take.
Nationally, Circle K Is the
largest co-ed college service
organization and is a division
of Kiwanis International, a bu
sinessmen’s service club, and
Key Club, the high school

branch of the organization.
The UM group has worked
for Easter Seals and the March
of Dimes on past projects and
will set up and take down
equipment for the Red Cross
blood drawing Tuesday in the
UC Ballroom.
Most recently, the club orga
nized the 1983 Muscular
Dystrophy Superdance, during
which it raised more than
$9,100, Berry said. More than
300 man-hours were devoted
to making posters, cooking for
the dancers, running the event
and cleaning up after the 48hour danceathon, he said.

But the club organizes "fun
activities as well as the charita
ble ones," Poore said. "It’s a
good way to get to know every
body and to promote friend
ship within the organization.”
The 21 members of the
group share the planning du
ties for pizza parties and pic
nics and the club's intramural
softball team, Poore said.

an
REPROGRAPHICS
Your Campus Copy Shop

May & June Special
THESIS BOND COPIES
Quality 50% Cotton Bond
Reprographics • Lodge 211
(Next to Registrar's Office)

Open M-F
8-12 t -5

THE CAROUSEL LOUNGE
presents

SCANDAL
HOT TOP 40’S BAND

.

Thursday, May 19,1983

Show Starts at 9:00
SCANDAL WILL FOLLOW WARM-UP

$5.00 PER PERSON
“Goodbye To You,” “Win Some, Lose Some,”
“Love’s Got A Line On You,” “She Can’t Say No,”
"Another Bad Love”
Tickets Outlets in Missoula: Wordens, Carousel Lounge, Budget
Tape & Records
Montana Kaimin • Friday, May 13,7983—5

Champagne Jam provides reason to drink for a cause
By Marcy Curran
KMmm ComnCvung Aaperw
If you like a good party but
prefer drinking for a cause, the
"Champagne Jam Benefit,” to
be put on by the Theta Chi fra*
ternity May 22 at Rollins Field,
may be for you.

See...

Now in its third year, the ben*
efit will host a variety of com*
petitions to raise money for the
Friends To Youth, a Missoula
program for young people
who've been in some kind of
trouble.
All-women teams will com-

May 19-22
and 26-29
✓

Nightly at 8 p.m.
Matinees Sat. &
Sun. at 2 p.m.

Tickets: Evenings $5.50

Matinees s4.50
Beer and Wine Available at Evening Performances

For reservations call: 728-1911

The Front Street Theatre
22^^ront

A community theatre production sponsored
■by the Missoula Children's Theatre

pete in contests such as can
collecting, air guitar, sidewalk
painting and singing. The ben
efit will also feature live music
by Prophecy, Freelance and
Shoes For Industry, as well as
beer, hotdogs and soft drinks.
The benefit, also sponsored
by Coca Cola, Zip Beverage.
Worden's Market and XT-93
Radio, will be from noon to 6
p.m. at Rollins Field, on the
corner of First Avenue and Cal
ifornia Street. The team with
the highest point total after the
competitions will be guests at a
champagne brunch with the
Theta Chi fraternity. A "Cham
pagne Queen” will also be cho
sen from the contestants.
What began two years ago as
a can-collecting fund-raiser in
the Theta Chi’s yard has turned
into a full-scale benefit, ac
cording to Jeff Langan, direc
tor of Friends To Youth. Be
cause FTY has a recycling
business, Langan said, "the
logical thing was for them to
donate those cans to us."
While the last two benefits
have brought in $200 to $300 in
cans alone, he said that this
year the sponsors hope to col
lect about $1,000 between the

$1 admission fee to the benefit
and the can collections.
Langan started FTY six years
ago as an alternative to send
ing youths in trouble with the
law to institutions. A former in
mate of Pine Hills School in
Miles City, he said, "Institutions
now don’t do any better than
they did then.” He said it costs
about $30,000 a year to keep
someone in an Institution and
that about half the kids who get
out end up coming back.
Five years ago, 30 youths
from Missoula were put into in
stitutions. Last year only five
were sent, he said, adding that
Missoula County has the lowest
commitment rate in the state.
Langan attributes part of the
success to the FTY program,
because young people are
matched up with volunteers
who are "happy and comfort
able" with their own lives.
Staffed with two full-time
counselors and community vol
unteers, the program provides
family therapy, group activities
and individual counseling for
the 60 young people in the pro
gram, who are between the
ages of 10 and 18.
With half of its funding com-

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
On Becoming a Novelist—John Gardner

Reagan’s Ruling Class—Browstein
Made From This Earth—Susan Griffin

The Next Economy—Paul Hawken

ASUM Programming and Fowler Promotions Presents

The Times Are Neuer So Bad—

Andre Dubus

Coming Soon

Fine Fiction

The Color

History

Purple

Gardening

paperback
549-2127

FREDDY’S

Fishing

1221 Helen

FEED AND READ

ing from the state, Langan
said, FTY depends on its recy
cling business and benefits to
raise about $30,000 annually to
sustain the program. For that
reason, volunteers play a big
role in FTY as key contributors
by spending at least three
hours a week with a youth for a
one-year peiod, he said.
What does it take to be a vol
unteer for FTY? According to
Langan, volunteers "don’t have
to do a hell of a lot other than
be themselves." Anyone who is
18 years old can volunteer for
the program, which stresses
matching a young person with
a volunteer who will best suit
his needs.
Staff members from FTY will
be at the “Champagne Jam
Benefit" to answer questions
from people interested in the
program. FTY needs more men
volunteers, he said, adding that
anyone can call the FTY office
at 728-2662 for more informa
tion.

Forbidden film
festival tonight
The Student Action Center
and the Montana chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union
will sponsor a "Forbidden Film
Festival" tonight at 8 p.m. in
the Underground Lecture Hall.
The films — "Acid Rain: Re
quiem or Recovery," "Acid
From Heaven" and "If You
Love This Planet" are Cana
dian films that the U.S. Depart
ment of Justice has determined
as "political propoganda"
under the Foreign Agents Reg
istration Act.
Two films deal with acid rain
and "If You Love This Planet,"
winner of an Academy Award
for best documentary short
subject, is on the conse
quences of nuclear war.

- GOING FISHING OLE’S COUNTRY STORE AND BEER DEPOT is your new conveniently located Slate
Fish and Game License Headquarters. We have all the gear for your fishing trip,
plus sell service gas, bait, ice cold beer, and snacks to make your fishing trip
a successl

624 East
Broadway
Tickets $12.50

8:00 pm Monday, May 23.1983 • Harry Adams Fieldhouse
Ticket Outlets—Missoula: Budget Tapes and Records. Eli's Records
and Tapes. Worden's. UC Box Office, and Grizzly Grocery.
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Draft loopholes could aid future resistors
By Bethany Redlin
Kaknta ConMuUng Rtporw

Persistence and knowledge
of the law were the key to re
sisting the draft during the
Vietnam War and could be
equally effective in the future,
Stewart Justman, a University
of Montana English professor,
said Wednesday night.
A successful draft resister
during the Vietnam era, Just
man said that the draft "could
conceivably be reactivated,"
but added that once a draft law
is written, “there are always
ways to get around it; loop
holes will exist."
Justman made his comments
in the UM Forestry Building
during a lecture titled "The
Draft: Conscience and Con
scription," which was spon
sored by the Student Action
Center as part of their lecture
series, “Social Change: Lec
tures on Personal and Institu
tional Responsibility."
Justman said that during the
Vietnam war, draftees that

were determined not to serve
in the military avoided doing
so.
He said the Selective Service
"counted on people not having
the resolve" to fight the military
bureaucracy. The system ap
pears too big to fight, espe
cially to those people unfamil
iar with the draft laws, he said.
"There have got to be people
to tell others," he said, "to let
people know how to resist."
In his own fight, Justman
said, "I was in contact with my
draft counselor from day one. I
knew my rights."
Justman said he registered
as a conscientious objector,
sending clippings about his
antiwar activities to his draft
board to substantiate his claim.
"I had no intention of serving in
that war," he said.
Justman said that he faced
possible induction into the
army three times. In the first in
stance, he was dismissed as a
"deranged person" after can
didly responding to a psychia

trist's question that, yes, he
had "fantasized about killing
someone.”
The board disagreed with his
dismissal, he said, and called
him back, at which lime he was
declared fit for combat and
was expected to report for duty
within 10 days.
In a last-ditch effort to avoid
conscription, Justman said he
consulted another psychiatrist
and told him exactly what he
had told the others: "In the
event I was drafted, I would not
obey a single order."
Justman said he was told that
he wasn't wanted and was
given a permanent deferment.
In his dealings with the draft
board, Justman said, his policy
was to be totally candid, and it
was successful.
But Justman said that he did
not object to the resistance
methods of other draftees.
"I never had a quarrel with
those who put on an act," he
said, even if that meant "wet
ting your bed, shooting your*

self in the foot or pretending to
be a homosexual."
“You should do what you’re
comfortable with," he said.
In resisting the draft, Just
man said, it is important to "ex
haust every option; if you don’t
you’ll lose."
In the event of a nuclear war,
however, that advice would be
pointless, he said, because
there would be no time for a
draft.
The draft will be reinstated
only for “the kind of war that

Justman
would wait for you," Justman
said, adding it would be an
other war like the Vietnam War,
“one of those drag-out affairs."
The Vietnam War was "illconceived and "a strategic
mistake," according to Just
man. The issue in resisting the
draft was not cowardice, but
politics, he said.
Justman said that had mem
bers of his generation been
facing a war like WWII, they
would have readily fought just
as their fathers did.

UM bands set to perform on Aber Day
By Deb Scherer

Alfred Reed.

Karin Fino Am Ed tor

The Aber Day performances
by the University of Montana
Wind Ensemble, Symphonic
Band and Varsity Band will be
held May 18 at the UC Ball
room.
The Wind Ensemble, con
ducted by Thomas Cook, will
perform Arnold Schoenberger's "Theme and Variations,
Op. 43a" and “Country Band
March," by Charles Ives. The
featured piece will be "Con
certo in C Major, P. 78," by An
tonio Vivaldi, as arranged by.

Guest artist Debra Shorrock
of the Montana Woodwind
Quintet will perform a piccolo
solo during the piece.
Included In the Symphonic
Band concert, also conducted
by Cook, will be: “The Purple
Pageant March," by Karl King,
"Mutanza," by Jim Curnow and
“A Smile Can Mean So Many
Things," by Marcia Miget, fea
turing guest artist perform
ances by Miget, Dartanyan
Brown, and Lance Boyd. Boyd
is an assistant professor of

W Gallery,j The
OFF THE WALL
h_l
GALLERY
LL-J
U_<
cordially invites you to
attend its grand opening

Friday, May 13,1983
Reception: 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

music at UM.
Timothy Holton will conduct
the Varsity Band, which will
perform “Thus Oo You Fare,
My Jesus," by Alfred Reed and
"Divergents," by W. Francis
MacBeth.
The concert will begin at 8
p.m. Admission is free.

WORKSHOP
IN CONCERT

SPRING CONCERT
Saturday, May 21,1983
8:00 PM
Sponsored by ASUM Programming

lWEiW
University Center Ballroom
Featuring
a Stan Kenton Tribute
UM Students $2 Gen. $3

LIMOS FOR THE FEET!
‘Chuck Taylors’
-COUPON’

All Star® Canvas Hi-Cut.
Whether you cal them
“Chucks" or "Cons,"
they're famous the
world over.

Just
Arrived:
New
4-Color
Chucks

12 Colors
To
Choose
From

featuring a selection of imaginative
environmental sculptures by

LEEauoDEE

STEEN

T)» Am Im Sam u W1

Reception comments by James Todd.
Chairman. Prolessor of Art and Humanities.
University of Montana

‘lee Steen is unique in that his art cannot be satislaciorfy classified
separately in ether the Western'or abstract tradition. Hetsa peculiar
fusion of both.‘ -JAMES TOGO

223 Railroad • Missoula. Montana 59801 • 549-5518

GALLERY HOURS MAY 13-31
Thursdays & Fridays—4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturdays—1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

4^
Co0*

$16^5

%
Reg. $2095

Coupon Good Thru 5/16/83
---------- COUPON--------------

Coming Soon — Camouflage Chucks

ARMY-NAVY

Economy Store
Downtown • 322 N. Higgins • 543-3362
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World news

UNI-VER-S1TY
CEN-TER
Forestry Research Symposium
May 13
Square Dance Festival
May 13*14
Forestry Alumni Reception
May 13
Banquet
May 13
Coffeehouse: Boden & Zanetto
May 13
Delta Kappa Gamma Lunch
May 14
Gallery Reception: Dennis Voss
May 15
Pay Film: "Camelot & Singin'
In The Rain"
May 15
Grizzly Athletics Assoc. Membership
Kick-Off Drive Breakfast
May 17
Helping Hands Learning Systems
May 17
School District I Silver Celebration
May 17
W.R.C. Brown Bag: Life Cycles
"Magic Kuhn-Wrinkled Radical"
May 18
Spring Art Fair
May 18-19
25th Annual Ray Rocene
Sportsman of the Year Banquet
May 18
U.M. Outdoor Program Slide Show:
Bicycling in New Zealand
May 18
Band Concert
May 18
Retired Faculty & Staff Luncheon
May 19
Handicapped Student Union Services Fair May 20
Business Scholarship Awards Banquet
May 20
1st Annual Fort Msla Run Dinner
May 20
Pay Film: "Sex Madness, "Cocaine Fiends" May 20
University Women's Club Luncheon
May 21
Jazz Workshop Concert
May 21
Pay Film: Family Night with "Bambi"
May 22
Career Development For Secretaries
and Administrative Assistants
May 25
H.P.E. Spring Colloquium "Futuristic
Perspectives of Physical Education
May 25
Central Board
May 25
Champion International Service
Award Dinner
May 26
W.R.C. Brown Bag: Life Cycles
Aging and Women—Joys,
Fears and Myths
May 25
Coffeehouse: Boden & Zanetto
May 13

1st National Bank 24-Hour Teller
Rec Center

Copper Commons

Gold Oak

Gold Oak East
Meal Plan
U.C. Gallery

Rec. Annex

Men's Gym
Womens Center Gym
and Lockers
Grizzly Pool
& Fitness Swim

Public Swim

Golf Course

8 A.M.
6 P.M.
6 P.M.
7 P.M.
8 P.M.
9:30 A.M.
7 P.M.

Ballroom
Ballroom
Mt. Rooms
Copper Commons
Lounge
Mt. Rooms
Lounge

7 P.M.

Ballroom

7:30 A.M. Mt. Rooms
8:00 A.M. Mt. Rooms
7 P.M.
Gold Oak
Noon
9 A.M.

Mt. Rooms
Mall

6 P.M.

Gold Oak

8 P.M.
8 P.M.
Noon
9 A.M.
7 P.M.
7 P.M.
7 P.M.
Noon
8 P.M.
7 P.M.

Lounge
Ballroom
Ballroom
Mall
Copper Commons
Mt. Rooms
Ballroom
Mt. Rooms
Ballroom
Ballroom

8 A.M.

Mt. Rooms

8 A.M.
7 P.M.

Mt. Rooms
Mt. Rooms

6:30 P.M. Ballroom

Noon
8 P.M.

Mt. Rooms
Lounge

Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Saturday
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Sat., Sun.

9 A.M.-ll P.M.
9 A.M.-Midnight
Noon-Midnight
7 A.M.-ll P.M.
7 A.M.-5 P.M.
9 A.M.-l P.M.
9 A.M.-ll P.M.
11 A.M.-ll P.M.

Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.-Sun.
Mon.-Thurs.
Fridays
Sat.-Sun.
Mon.-Fri.

11 A.M.-l P.M.
8 A.M.-8 P.M.
12 P.M.-4 P.M.
7:30 A.M.-10 P.M.
7:30 A.M.-9 P.M.
Noon-8 P.M.
6:30 A.M.-6 P.M.

Mon.-Fri.
7:00 A.M.-6 P.M.
Mon.-Fri.
Early Bird Hours—7 A.M.-9 A.M.
Mon.-Fri.
12 Noon-1 P.M.
Mon.-Fri.
5 P.M.-6 P.M.
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 9 P.M.-10 P.M.
Sat. & Sun.
12:30 P.M.-2 P.M.
Mon.-Wed.Fri.-Sat.
7:30 P.M.-9 P.M.
Sat.-Sun.
2:00 P.M.-4 P.M.
Open to the public dawn to dusk

Please Call 243-4103 For Additional Information
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THE WORLD
• Israel and Lebanon will ex
change final drafts of their
troop withdrawal agreement
today, according to Israeli For
eign Minister Yitzhak Shamir.
Shamir, speaking on Israeli
Armed Forces radio yesterday,
said that the pact would be
signed "in the coming days.”
Also, the Lebanese govern
ment sent Foreign Minister Elie
Salem to Damascus, Syria, in
an effort to persuade Syrian
leaders to drop their opposi
tion to the pact, which depends
on Syrian approval to become
effective. U.S. special envoy
Philip Habib flew from Beirut to*
Jerusalem yesterday to discuss
final clarifications requested by
Israel for the exchange of
drafts today.
• The Reagan administration
yesterday confirmed that the
Soviet Union has conducted a
second test firing of an inter
continental ballistic missile,
which earlier raised concerns
about possible violations of the
unratified SALT II treaty. "We
can confirm that they’ve con
ducted another test launch of
the missile which they first tes
ted Feb. 8,” said White House'
spokesman Larry Speakes.
Speakes said the Feb. 8 test
raised concerns about compli
ance with the unratified 1979
SALT II arms control agree
ment, whose terms the United
States and Soviet Union have
pledged to follow.
THE NATION
• President Ronald Reagan,
who swayed a House subcom
mittee’s vote on the MX missile
with a letter, wrote again yes
terday — this time to members

of a Senate committee voting
on whether to free money for
the giant nuclear-tipped mis
sile. Reagan's letter was to be •
delivered before the Senate
Appropriation Committee de
cided whether to permit the
Pentagon to spend $560 mil
lion for research and flight test
ing of the 10-warhead weapon,
which Reagan calls the "Peace
keeper." In his letter, Reagan
was expected to discuss the
concept of a "build-down,"
which would destroy two exist
ing nuclear warheads for each
new one that is built, as a
possible proposal at upcoming
U.S.-Soviet talks on nuclear
arms reductions.
MONTANA
• The re-trial of Kalispell
dentist James Paisley on mis
demeanor charges of sexual
assault has been rescheduled
for Sept. 12 before a six-mem
ber jury. The dentist is accused
of sexually assaulting several
female patients In his office
while they were under the influ
ence of an anesthetic. District
Judge Michael Keedy, mean
while. delayed a decision on a
defense motion to move the
trial outside of the Kalispell
area because of the publicity
generated by the charges
against Paisley.
• All three major networks
have refused affiliation with
Bozeman’s proposed first com
mercial television station be
cause of conflicts with Butte
stations, says station owner
Benny Bee. Bee, president of
Bee Broadcasting Inc. of
Whitefish, said that the station
may be sold if a network can
not be obtained in the next 24
months or so.

Now Open

ART
GALLERY

COFFEE
. HOUSE

A relaxing atmosphere with
non-traditional art.
Medusa Art Gallery & Coffee House offers a variety of:
• Mnm!CS (.Es£ress?’ Capucino, and others), Teas
• Homemade Pastries
• Homemade Ice Creams

• Crepe-witches
520 North Pattee
Monday through Saturday - 10.00 to 6:00

University courses vanishing due to state budget cutbacks
URBANA, IL (CPS) - Fresh
man Garry Szumsky figured he
was lucky to get into a filled-tocapacity film class at the Uni
versity of Illinois.
But when he showed up for
the first class session at the be
ginning of this term, he found
out that the course had been
axed at the last minute.
About 500 other students at
Illinois similarly found them
selves locked out of scheduled
foreign language, business and
technical writing courses.
In all, more than 30 courses
vanished, not because of low
enrollment or a shortage of
teachers. They vanished be
cause the Illinois state govern
ment abruptly made the uni
versity give back $7.1 million to
try to balance the state budget.
It’s happening at many
schools across the country this
spring, especially now as stu
dents pre-register for the fail
term.
With state budget cuts con
tinuing and more course cut
backs promised for the fall,
registration at many public col
leges this season is more of a
zoo than normal, various ad

ministrators are reporting.
Even choosing courses and
following degree plans have
become highly-uncertain activi
ties, students are complaining.
“As funds get tighter, more
and more institutions are hav
ing to eliminate certain courses
of study, and sometimes with
out a lot of notice,” observes
J.D. Conner, head of the Amer
ican Association of College
Registrars and Admissions Of
ficers.
“It could even get worse,” he
adds.
“Not only will it inconven
ience (students), but it may
seriously impact their time
frame and course selection for
graduation," he notes.
At the University of New Mex
ico, for example, course cut
backs and rumors of more cuts
to come caused mass confu
sion at summer registration
and fall pre-registration the last
week of April, reports the Daily
Lobo, the student newspaper.
UNM Dean Julian White, re
calling one student who
pitched a tent outside the reg
istration building to assure
himself of getting a rare course

he needed, conceded that
there was "initial confusion"
over warnings that students
would have to check later to
see if some of the courses they
formally got are eventually can
celled.
Students trying to register re
cently at the University of Ne
braska-Lincoln also ended up
confused and frustrated.
"Deadly mid-year cuts"
forced the speech communica
tions department there to elim
inate 13 class sections and
locked out almost 700 stu
dents, despite bigger class
sizes in the remaining sections,
says interim Chairman James
Klumpp.
University of Delaware ad
ministrators are equally con
cerned by students who are
“over-registering” for classes,
apparently to compensate for
classes that may not exist by
the time they return In the fall,
says Provost L. Leon Camp
bell.
“We really don't know what
the fall schedule will look like,"
he admits. "It’s a constant
problem."
Such student wariness

comes from experience.
“Many students were ad
vance-enrolled for courses last
semester," says Illinois Admis
sions Director Gary Englegaun,
"and then suddenly were told,
‘Wait a minute, you don’t have
a class anymore.’ That can
complicate things a little."
For Szumsky, "it came down
to picking a course I didn't
hate. 'Ballroom Dancing' was
not exactly my first choice.'
Even for a freshman such as
Szumsky, who theoretically has
more time to find enough open
courses to complete his degree
plan, the problems can inter
fere with graduation schedules.
"There’s been a kind of rip
pling effect as the number of
students waiting for a particu
lar course swells," points out
Edward Sullivan of the univers
ity’s humanities school.
"By turning away students
one semester, you pul them in
with all the other students who
are waiting for a course, and
soon you have a serious bottle
neck,” he says.
Opening up new courses and
sections to ease the bottleneck,
however, is beyond most

schools' reach unless a rapid
economic recovery increases
state higher education
budgets.

As it is, "we can't take any
chances on offering courses
unless there’s a definite
demand for them," explains
Nebraska English Department
Chairman Frederick Link.
But most schools are trying
to help students survive the
course crunch and registration
confusion.

“If we have to cancel classes
required for a particular major,
we have a responsiblity to the
students to find a substitute
class or allow them to get
credit through independent
study," says Helen Gouldner,
dean of Delaware's Arts and
Sciences College.
Illinois is giving special waiv
ers and requirement changes
to locked-out students.
Nebraska is cutting lowerlevel courses first to ease the
burden on students who are
closer to graduation and don’t
have as much time for being
locked out of required classes.

GRIZZLIES

CHEERLEADER
TRYOUTS
FRIDAY, MAY 20TH, 4 P.M., FIELD HOUSE ARENA
APPLICATIONS AT ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT OFFICE
INFORMATIONAL MEETING MAY 12TH
3:00 P.M. FIELD HOUSE ARENA
University men and women gel your application in now,
and attend the informational meeting Thursday, May 12th.
Be part ot the excitement of 1983-84 athletic events.
-The 1984-85 Squad Will Go To Tokyo With The Football Team—
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALI 243-5331 - 8 A.M.-5 P.M.
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Students winning battles against raising drinking age
(CPS) — Students opposed
to raising the legal drinking age
In their states have apparently
won most of their legislative
battles this spring, according to
a check with various state leg
islatures around the country.
"It looks like it (the drinking
age hike bills) has been pretty
much held off for now," says
Bob Bingaman, head of the
State Student Association In
Washington, D.C.. and organ
izer of various state efforts to
keep the legal drinking age
under 21.

Legislators of twenty-eight
states and the District of Co
lumbia entertained thoughts of
bills to raise their drinking ages
this spring, but so far only Vir
ginia and West Virginia actually
have passed new drinking age
laws, says Mindy Gaynes, who
tracks such legislation for the
National Conference of State
Legislatures.
Legislatures in Colorado,
Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho,
Kansas, Mississippi, Montana
and South Dakota have already
either defeated or have left

2 FOR 1 DRINKS
8-10

their drinking age bills in limbo
for this session.
The moves to raise the drink
ing ages have been going on
for several years, but achieved
new momentum this spring
after Reagan cabinet members
urged II states to raise their
legal limits to age 21.
At least 20 states had already
raised the legal limit for some
kinds of wines and liquors be
fore this spring.
About 20 states still let 18year-olds drink alcohol legally.
Generally abandoning the old
"if you're old enough to go to
war you're old enough to drink"
argument, students in many
states used more sophisticated
civil rights and governmental

arguments.
The impulse to toughen all li
quor laws — a large number of
individual colleges have
adopted stiffer on-campus
drinking policies during this
school year — got even strong

TODAY
lecture*
"Aspects ot MUBphoten Spoctroscopy."
Moi Robin from 8411 laborotanes. Murray Hill
NJ., speaker. 4 p.m., Chemistiy-Pharmacy
109.
issues *» Graduate Educsboo,' MtchaH
Pelciar. prendene ol tho Council ol Graduate
Schoo's in the Umted State*. speaker, noon.
Botany 307
Placement interviews
A represent*-.ve from Plains Pubic Schools
will Interview graduating senior* for a special
education leaching position. lodge 148. Sgn
up for individual Interview* ot She Pteoament
Counter.
A representative from Noxon Public

TGIF
NOON-6

30t SCHOONERS
$1.25 PITCHERS
50C HI BALLS
10:00 -11:00
5 c Beers $1.25 Pitchers
50C Hi-Balls

Back by Popular Demand

THE LIBRARY

TRADINGPOST 93

•Heftelhaitsga STRIP

SALOON™

T/ie “Grizzly” Marching Band

—

Weekend

THANK GOD ITS FRIDA Y

PHOENIX EXPRESS

er when the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol
ism announced that it tad dis
covered that the number of al
cohol-related injuries declined
in states with newly-raised
drinking ages.

Schoote m> Interview graduating aontor* lor a
music teacher poorion (mamanantal and vocal
kmdorgirton through grade 12). lodge U8.
Sign up lor individual tatentew* at tho Place
ment Counter.
Mtecellaneou*
Studant Action Canter and Montana ACLU
"Forbidden Film Festhal" 8 p.m., Under
ground lecture Hal. "Acid Ran: Requiem or
Recovery," "Add From Heaven* and ”8 You
love Ths Planet” (■*** of an Academy
Award for documentary abort subject) will be
shown Tho Department of Justice has determined that those terns are "poWcal propa
ganda* undor tho Foreign Agents Registration
Act.
Public Meeting with Pubic Service Commission and Montana Power Company ottcials
on changes in credit and payment polos*.
7:30 p.m., Qty Councl Chamber*.
Froo Colloebouso: "Boden-Zanotlo." 8 pm,
Unhorsity Co nt or lounge Froe COflOO
GANDALF data s«mcn vionia-.cn sossions.
10am.. 2 pm and4 p.m., LA 16.
SATURDAY
Miscellaneous
UM Mvchng Band workshop. 1:30 pm.
Muse Room 1.
Widerness Awironess thy. 10 a.m. io 2
PM. UM Oval
SUNDAY
Pay Fam. 'CamoW and "Stagin' In the
Ran." 7 p.m.. UC Ballroom $2 general adoteson. $1 students.
MONDAY
Meeting*
MonePIRG Board of Director*. 5:15 pm,
729 Kerch Ave. Tho pubic i* welcome.
Workshops
How lo Write Resume*. Conor loiter* and
lnter,ttw lor a Job," 3-5 p/n, literal Arts 336.
how to Plan Your Job Search and Identify
Your Markotoble Skills." 10 am. to noon. Cen
ter For Student Development Conloronco
Room, test floor, lodge
GANDALF data *wxch crienubon sessions.
10 am. 2 p.m. and 4 p.m., LA 16.
Computer User* Advisory Corwrittoo Open
Forum: forum »il concentrate on tho planting
process for acquisitions and use of computer
hardware and software at UM; 4 p.m., LA 11.
Miscellaneous
Fiction reading by James Crumley. v«ng
Writor-in-Residenco from May 16-20. 8 pm..
Social Sciences 356. Froo and open io the pub
lic.
Represent*:vet from tho Xerox Corporabon wii interview graduating senior* interested
In marketing careers with corporabona. lodge
148. Sign up for persona) Interview* at the
Pece-neM Counter

announces
Spring Workshops & Auditions
for the Fall 1983 Season

- RUNNERS -

• Assistant Drum Major
• Assistant Flag Coordinator
• Twirlers • Flag Girls

Friday & Saturday
(Largest Dance Floor In Town)

Stipends range from $50-$200 depending upon position.

2 For 1 Drinks Special

(Top 40’s Band)

7-9

All Marching Band Playing Auditions will take place during Fall
Quarter, Orientation/Registration Week. For more information

I00 Kamakazees

call the Band Office 243-6880.

All Night

WORKSHOPS:
(Music Building Room #1)
Saturday, May 14th—1:30 p.m.

AUDITIONS:
University cf Montana,
Missoula

(Music Building Room ’1)
Monday, May 16th—6:30 p.m.
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Military recruiters force change in school visitation rules
By Rick Parker
KMMR*pOrt«r

A recent visit by four military
recruiters to the office of the
student newspaper at Hellgate
High School has resulted in a
change in policy regulating
visitors to Missoula’s high
schools.
The new policy requires ap
proval from the principal's of
fice before a visit can be made
by outsiders to the school.
The new procedure was initi
ated by Dennis Kraft, Missoula
County High School superin
tendent, in response to the
recruiters' visit.
The recruiters arranged the

visit to discuss an editorial writ
ten for the Lance by Maile
Field, a 17-year-old junior.
The editorial, which ap
peared in the April 21 edition,
was anti-military In nature and
questioned the methods used
to recruit high school students
in particular.

The visit was scheduled
through Wayne Seitz, faculty
adviser to the Lance, and took
place during school hours on
April 25. Hellgate Principal Don
Harbaugh was not informed
prior to the meeting.

tor John Engen, a Lance re
porter and Seitz. But at the
suggestion of Seitz, Field was
brought in to meet the recruit
ers. A somewhat tense discus
sion followed, including ques
tions by the recruiters concern
ing Field’s patriotism.
When informed of what had
taken place, Faye Field, the
girl's mother, wrote a letter to
Dave Alt, a member of the Mis
soula County High School
Board of Trustees.

The letter asked the board to
consider the following: “We
Initially, the meeting involved should decide (and make
only the recruiters, Lance Edi- known) if students indeed have

the right of free speech and if
freedom of the press includes
high school newspapers. Also
we should decide if the military
has the right to go into public
schools for any purpose and if
so, on what occasions and for
what purpose."
The letter prompted Kraft to
outline the new policy regard*
Ing visitors to the high schools.
Kraft told the Board of Trus
tees at its regular meeting last
night that an “overreaction oc-

XT-93
ZIP BEVERAGE
FRIENDS TO YOUTH
COCA-COLA WORDEN’S MARKET
PRESENT A BENEFIT

Changes proposed for family housing
By Ann Joyce
JUimrtAjwoaloEtftor

The laundry facilities for the
394 residents of Family Hous
ing at the University of Mon
tana may be consolidated into
two instead of four units, so
that space Is available for two
apartments for handicapped
students and one for an on-site
night watchman/caretaker.
The idea, proposed by Tom
Hayes, UM director of housing,
was introduced to the residents
last week, but has not yet been
formally drafted and presented
to the administration.
Hayes was informed by the
Personnel Office that housing
for handicapped students must

be equivalent to that of non
handicapped students by Fall
Quarter 1984, according to the
Rehabilitation Act passed by
Congress In 1972. The resi
dence halls have already com
plied, but Hayes said that be
cause there previously was lit
tle demand for handicapped
units in the family housing fa
cilities, the conversion had not
occured.
The minimal cost for the
project Is $12,000, but the increase in renting the new
apartment units and decreases
In utility costs will make up for
the initial cost of the project
within about three years, Hayes
said.

The proposal may “cause
some discomfort to those im
mediately impacted," he said.
"They'll have to walk an extra
500 or 600 feet."

Last week Hayes met with the
residents and asked them to
submit letters with alternatives
to the proposal. On June 10 he
will decide whether to proceed
with the proposal.

curred on the part of the mili
tary." He said he has received
a letter of apology from the
commanding officer of the
Army recruiter and is expecting
similar letters from the Air
Force. Navy and Marines.
He also told the board that he
would inform the military about
the new policy concerning fu
ture visits.
The board members ex
pressed no objection and
moved on to other business.

qoo

Sun.
May 22

AOMISSIOM

25c Beers
and
Refreshments
Available
No Bottles
I.D. Please

freeLance

12 pm-6 pm
Rollins Field
S.lst & Cal.
Tickets Avail.

SHOES FOR
INDUSTRY

Univer. Center
Theta Chi

PROPHECY

SPRING SPECTACULAR
INFORMATION
• MISSOULA

SPRING
SPECTACULARi

You Must Be 19 Years Old
Bring Your I.D.

Please Car Pool
Please Follow Signs

To Comply With Missoula
County Authority Wishes:
No Pitchers Allowed

No Glass or Metal
Containers, Please.

BOMeeai •laww.

wmbt
BOM09UM! ‘
KXMDH ON.A1C
*»«*'ONMoMMsra

' towiM IM «CMKh« MIMKX
»MM«w-

OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 13 AJA THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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MWAC championships start today

Lady Griz in thick of track championship race
By Dan Carter
KahNn Sports Edtor

, It's not often that the Univer
sity of Montana hosts a post
season or conference cham
pionship athletic event.
But things will change for a
few days as the fledgling

Mountain West Athletic Confer
ence holds its inaugural out
door track and field champion
ships here today and tomor
row.
For the next two days, eight
teams from throughout the
Northwest will be competing

for the outdoor track and field
title at Dornblaser Field. Action
begins today with the heptath
lon at 10 a.m., and other events
beginning at 3 p.m. Tomor
row's events start at 10 a.m.
with the heptathlon, followed
by the other events at 1 p.m.

Dr. Jon’s Miracle Lab(s)
All labs arc NOT created equal,
and yet most people are willing to
accept bad lab work as the fault of
their own photography.
Not Jon.
He sends print film to K&K Color
Lab in Portland. Kodak slide films
to Kodak, and Fuji slide films to
Fuji. Because these labs do the
best work at competitive prices.

Why not see how good your
photography can be? Take your
'processing to Jon Schulman
Photography.

135 East ^fatn

7212359

Teams competing In the
championships are Boise
State, Eastern Washington,
Idaho, Idaho State, Montana
State, Portland State, Weber
State and host Montana.
UM women’s coach Dick
Koontz said In an Interview
yesterday that the meet is
loaded with talented athletes
and will be a good meet for
track and field fans.
"It’s going to be an excellent
meet," Koontz said. "The
weather Is supposed to be nice
and the competition should be
good in every event.”
Koontz added that the Lady
Grizzlies have had a good few
weeks of practice and have a
good chance of doing well in
the meet if they get some good
performances.
“We’ve looked better the last
part of the spring than we did
earlier in the year,” he said.
"The team is running well,
they’re healthy and they have a
good attitude."
Koontz said the MWAC is
"extremely competitive"' and
that there are about six schools
that have good track programs
that will be in the thick of the
title hunt, UM being one of
them.

Fashion Eyewear

DISCOUNT COUPONS
LENS
DUPLICATION
If you are not ready for an eye examination
yet but would like new or a change of
eyewear, we can duplicate your present
lenses and reproduce them In new frames.
INCLUDING THE FACETED LOOK!

$25°o

DISCOUNT

(With Th<j Coupon)

NEW NO-LINE PROGRESSIVE
BI-FOCAL LENSES & FRAME
INCLUDING THE FACETED
LOOK
Only One Coupon Accepted Per Pur

20%

(TH Coupoi E»pro» M»y JI. tf*Jl

DISCOUNT

(Wrth This Coupon)

ANY NON-PRESCRIPTION
SUN GLASSES IN STOCK
INCLUDING RAY BAN,
PLAYBOY, ETC.
Only One Coupon Accepted Per Pur
(TmChw" 1«p»h Ve, >’ IND

MS00
*V

DISCOUNT]

(With This Coupon)

SINGLE VISION LENSES & |
FRAME - PLAIN OR SUN I
LENSES INCLUDING THE |
FACETED LOOK
<TM Coupon t.fVM Me, 51. HS3t

DISCOUNT

REGULAR Bi-FOCAL OR
TRI-FOCAL LENSES &
FRAME INCLUDING THE
FACETED LOOK
Only One Coupon Accepted Per Pur
ji.

"We
Fill Eyewear
rrc rm
c/cwcar Prescriptions
rrcfcnprion* ..
.. .Professionally"
.rrotemonally

(With This Coupon)

“CASCOTE” PROCESSING OF
PLASTIC LENSES

DISCOUNT

(WWhTM Coupon)

Only One Coupon Accepted Per Pur

$400

$20°°

beats Optical Department

Our process of adding a glass-hXe scratch and
mar resistance to plastic tenses
Only OmCpvpm Accepted Pet Pur

(TMGj.fCrtCip.rnVo3l.Hej)
Mastercard. VISA A SEARS charge
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721-4400 • Southgate Mall •Missoula

“Idaho might have to be con
sidered the favorite right now,"
he added, "but we’re going to
give it all we’ve got. We’re
going to need things to hap
pen."
UM will be led by sprinters
Judith Wildey, Lori Chaki and
Tracy White and distance run
ners Terry Jensen and Dee
Dee Hathhorn.
Wildey and White are ranked
third and fourth in the confer
ence in the 400 meters with
times of 57.82 and 57.92 re
spectively. Chaki is presently
sixth in the MWAC standings in
the 100 meters with a 12.52
time.
Jensen is third in the 10,000
meters with a time of 35:48.44
and eighth in the 5,000 meters
with a time of 18:01.54. Hath
horn, who has been coming off
an injury the last few weeks, is
ranked third in the MWAC in
the 5,000 with a 17:13.09 time
and eighth in the 3,000 with a
time of 10:35.81.
Koontz said that Hathhorn
hasn't quite gotten “back to
normal," but will be ready to
run
nonetheless.
Some other outstanding per
formers to watch will be Sheri
Crang and Allison Ryan from
Idaho. Connie Kelly from
Weber State and Mary Lynn
Guyer and Janet Buntin from
Montana State.
Crang is now ranked first in
the conference in the 1,500,
3,000 and 5,000 meters, while
Ryan is ranked first in the 800
meters, second in the 400 and
eighth in the 200. Weber
State’s Kelly leads the confer
ence in the 400 and the 200
and is ranked third in the 100.
MSU's Guyer leads the MWAC
in the 10.000 meters and is
second in the 5,000 and third in
the 3,000. Guyer’s teammate,
Buntin, is the conference's
leading long-jumper and is fifth
in the 100 and seventh in the
200.
Five conference athletes and
a relay team have already
qualified for the NCAA Division
I national competition. The Uni
versity of Idaho has three of
those athletes.
Crang has already qualified
in the 3,000 (9:33.24) and 5,000
(16:10.53), while teammates
Sherri Schoenborn and Mylissa
Coleman have both qualified
for the javelin with throws of
165-6 and 164-2.
Montana State claims the
other two national qualifiers;
Buntin and Guyer. Buntin has
qualified in the long jump with
a 20-5 best and Guyer has run
a 16:36.54 in the 5,000 and a
34:36.5 in the 10,000 to qualify
in both events.

Random shots
When I heard last year that
the Association of Intercollegi
ate Athletics for Women
(AIAW) was going to fold up
and let the NCAA take over
sanctioning their games and
tournaments, I thought that it
would be good for women's
athletics.
“Great," I thought to myself,
“now the women's teams will
be able to share revenues just
like the men's teams do." I
thought there would be no way
that the switch would be detri
mental to college women's ath
letics.
But I was wrong. The switch
wasn't as healthy to everyone
as I previously had believed.
Why, you ask, would I change
my mind? Everything at UM is
peachy keen as far as women’s
athletics is concerned. We had
a good gymnastics team this
year, a super swimming team
and a dynamite Lady Griz basketball squad. And the
women's track team is on its
way to a pretty respectable
season.
All true, but a recent series of
articles in the Boston Globe on
the NCAA’s takeover of
women's college athletics
made me look at things in a
different light.

Dan Carter

talks for the NCAA
are the same. They want to
sponsor the tournaments that
will promise the big bucks. In
dividual athletes and smaller
sports don't matter, just the
revenue.
Money talks and crew and
badminton didn’t yell loud
enough for the NCAA.
Patricia Burke, director of the
NCAA women's champion
ships, said in the article that
"it’s a natural happening to
concentrate on the sports
which have better spectator
appeal, but that's not to say
we're not paying attention to
the other sports."

That really doesn’t help the
women on the crew team of
some school who were shoot
ing for the 1984 Olympics.
Without post-season tourna
ments or competition, what's

the incentive to compete and if
there is no incentive to com
pete then there won't be incen
tive in the program and it will
eventually be dropped.

asked her if she sees any
changes since the NCAA took
over for the AIAW.
She said things at UM were
as good as ever and the only
changes in the women's
programs that took a little get
ting used to were the eligibility
rules. She also said the NCAA
does put some emphasis on
the major sports for revenues,
but those revenues are shared
throughout the athletic depart
ment.
I then asked her if she could
see any problems in the future,
and she said no.
I don't know about that one.
The first thing I thought of was
UM's swimming team that
placed eight swimmers on the
All-American roster in national
competition this last year.
Swimming isn’t exactly one of
the most popular sports spec
tator-wise in this part of the
country. So how long, I won
der, will the NCAA wait until
they decide that swimming
doesn't produce enough
revenues to sponser women’s
post-season competition.

You might say that this is no
big deal and that UM couldn't
be affected by any of this. I
I might be naive, but I am one
One of the articles focused wasn't sure about that so I
on the situation where certain called Barbara Hollmann, UM who still believes that athletics
women’s sports deemed as women’s athletic director, and is for athletes, not for schools.
“minor” by the NCAA, have
. .......... . ....................................•—
been phased out while putting
more emphasis on the “major"
sports. Sports like badminton,
crew, synchronized swimming
and slow pitch softball will not
see post-season competition
again unless a private organizatioin picks it up.

The people compete because
they love the sport, not be
cause they love the school, but
that doesn't apper to mean
much to the NCAA.
Men’s sports have always
had a major-minor approach to
them, but it always seemed
that womens sports everyone

Live Music—Fri
8- 12—Fri.—Bob Dearborne
Country Ballads
9- 2—Sat.—Country Wave
4-9—Sun.—Spring ThawBluegrass
16 Miles West of Lolo, then
1 Ifile Horth on Petty Creek Road

STARRING:
Richard Harris

&
Vanessa Redgrave

—PLUS—

at

Schools like Northern Illinois
where badminton was their
most successful sports pro
gram last year and produced
four All-Americans. The team
was beginning preseason wor
kouts when coach Paul DeLoca
was informed he was without a
program and a job. Similar occurances took place all over
the country.
What the NCAA is trying to
do is create a situation where
men's and women’s athletics

Sawatm.
•at a braver!

“Camelot’’

l»IIM

The NCAA, which is now the
only organization that sponsors
major women's champion
ships, has a rule where if 25
percent of schools in the coun
try don't participate in a certain
sport, then they won't sponsor
that sport in post-season com
petition. Women's sports that
the NCAA also sponsors for
men, such as basketball, tennis
and track, have a seven per
cent active member ship re
quirement.
So let's take badminton, the
game that most people play in
their back yards In the sum
mer. But the game used to be a
serious sport in some schools,
that is until the NCAA got a
hold of it.

was treated like an athlete. If
you are a synchronized swim
mer, you obviously don't care
too much about basketball, but
that’s another thing the NCAA
isn't taking Into consideration.
The AIAW was the supporter
of the minor sports and kept
the interest up in a lot of them.
It's just too bad the NCAA, who
cares more about cash pro
ducing sports than with ath
letes, didn't keep the same atti
tude.

“Singing in the Rain”
with: GENE KELLY & DEBBIE REYNOLDS

^Sorky*s

This Sunday—May 15th
7pm UCB $200 per person

121W. Main

PRESENTED BY ASUM PROGRAMMING

Don't Miss the Last Coffeehouse of the Quarter

Grand Opening
Special

2 FORI

Buy 2 pair of Bausch &Lomb
soft contact lens for the
price of If

CONTACT LENS-SAME DAY SERVICE
Ask about our soft contact lens trial period.

NORTHWEST VISION &
CONTACT LENS CLINIC

BODEN & ZANffTO.

Dr. L E. Vainio, optometrist

800 Kensington [ Bultrey’s Suburban Bldg J*7280044

.

HOT 20’s JAZZ ~
Free 8 P.M. Friday, May 13
PRESENTED BY ASUM. PROG RAM MING
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Kaimin classifieds_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
lost and found
LOST SMAU. rad pockttttoo* «/eh*ckbook
Any into
call 7?i^3070
iqm
LOST: 21 New Spurs! If found tend to Montana
Booms Tmaday at 530 pm
101-4

REWARD FOR tho return of a Leo "Sformridev*
mouMad Joan jacket. Last seen at Via ATO
fralomity Fri. night. Raase call Mitch, 725
9722
1054

FOUND - CHECK Mank. Owoyno McDanol.
Clem McDir-d, No 353 P<k up at Keim*
office
1QO4
LOST. TWO apt* rings matching goldlcoo
earrings ard bracelet andaSealhortiraceloi.il
found CUI Torose at 251-5124 or 2434581
Callan/tme1Reward
99.4

FOUND: CALCULATOR in its case on 5/4fri MA
312 CM 243421510 dawn
984

LOST AT *ApocMypMNowr57—Green Royal
Robbi ns shi rt • Peter Gabriol button Shirt's
oJu but button has great emotional value
Call Gary at $458024 or 721-3990 Thana
'
994

LOST RED wallat «AJrworMy ID. olc. all my
■onay. and a check Please return. I need it
despersMty. lost Tues morning in LA CUI
Sue at 243-421$ or leave ol 257 Knowlos.
99-4

LOST: ONE tan man’s gray hooded sweaislwt
(ripporod front) at the RwboM softball
fields on Monday evening, May 2 Please call
De.e M3-»7S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 98 4

LOST: GREY sweatshirt al Riverboat during
iniomturai soocer on 4/28 pseaso return to
Todd. $424)512._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 984

personals
STRING SPECTACULAR. LIVE MUSIC. KEG

BEER Saturday night. May 14th. 8 pm.-?
Dane* under tn* Sun loOocey Dough 4 the
Clucken Spankers More fun than people
should bo allonod foront/53 Bethereandbe
in a square
101-1
CONGRATULATIONS TO the new Spurs' Lot's
gat 10 work now
_______!®L*
GET FOWL al tho Kappa Senior Function.
_______101-1

-SAY. V/HAT S up, Oocr Will no ono challenge
the Physical Therapy Department in the Abet
Day Lfonry Run Fundraiaor?101-1
SPREAD YOUR wings and fty to the Kappa
Spring Funebon_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 101-1

ABSURD PERSON SINGULAR - See aw
wacky, w.tty comedy May 11-14, 18-21.
Maquer Theatre Cea 24M551.
101-1

IM NOW
YOU MAY HAVE THOUGHT OF

northwest bancorporatton
AS A GROUP OF BANKS.
NOW WE'RE
NORM CORPORATION.

BANKING.
ANDAWHOLE LOT MORE.
Our new name goes beyond a change of signs
and logos and colors. It personalizes the evolution
that has taken place in our corporation in the last
few years. We’re still a major banking organization
in the lipper Midwest with 86 banks in seven states.
And we’re more than that. We’re leasing. Corporate
finance. Bonds. Money market investments.
Insurance. Consumer financial services. It all adds
up to more than banking. To an impressive range

of corporate and retail financial services. It’s the
direction of things to come. It’s Norwest.
Norwest Banks • Norwest Agricultural Credit •
Norwest Leasing • Norwest Mortgage • Norwest
Financial Services • Norwest Capital Management
& Trust Companies • Norwest Bank Minneapolis/
International • Norwest Business Credit • Norwest
\knture Capital • Norwest Insurance

Our slock exchange symbol will remain as a!ways-NOB.

■BkM

Members FDIC
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headache1 ANXIETY? Stressed out? Learn

lo relax using Mofoedback instrumtnu and
begn enjoying life Phone 721-1774, Ufo
DeMtopmeni Conlor, 1207 Mount Ave Studem ram_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 101-1
COULO THE person who bought the woman's
rod Schwinn 10-speed. medium woigh! lourmg bko al tho rummage sale on Saturday.
May 7th at Virginia Owe pteeM contact
2151Theb<kowa»medverteot>yaoM 101-1
31 NEW Spvrs haw arriiod! Goodbye to all the
oforn... ■
101-1

COCK-A-OOODLE-OO - WW fly tho coop
«Mh you at foe Kappa SpmgFunctmn 101-1

ALL WEEK loogwe'vo given you clues. But now
well Mt you in on tho nows It's Kentucky
Fried Chicken - County Lino wtl do tho
pickin’ - So fluff up your feathers and do
some kickinT Love, your Kappa Seniors

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 101-1

SEARCH BOARD applications !or,Chr<st the
Kng Seerch Program ere no* MittMe at foe
church. 1400 Gerald Ave Applications need
lobe turned *> by Fndey, May 20th. 100-3
SADIE HAWKINS pcturas are reedy* Pck them
upatUCmiormabcndeskby Mrry23 100-3
WANT TO get an edge on the job market?
Attend *8uddng a Profoenonai bnage.’ May
14. 1983. 9CO-12O0 WC 215. Admenon
$500. For more information cad 243-4841.
__________1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9M

PREPARATORY EXERCISE for sports,
deskwork heavy laborpeace of mmd.
YCGA EVERYDAY mtenwe May 9-20. M F.
8-10 am, 10 lessons, $40.00. 2118 South
Hggms 7284770 721-7528_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 954

UNIO’JE INTRODUCTIONS-We txing people
together. A persoe-alitod, conlideniql in
troduction sendee For moro mformabon. cat
arrybmr 7253817_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9519
TROUBLED1 LONELY1 For prrraie. confideniit' listening, com* to the Siudent Walkin. southeast entrance^ Student Health Ser
vice Building. Weekdays 8 a.ffi.4 pm Also
open em<y evenng. 7-11 pm. as staffing is
available_ _ _
7944

II you didn't buy your diamond or wedding ring
from us you peM too much. Missoula Gold
and SSver Exchange, HoBdayVIBige, Next Io
Skaggs.
7530

Science lecture
Mel Robin, a scientist
from Bell Laboratories in
Murray Hill, N.J., is visit
ing the University of Mon
tana chemistry depart
ment today.
According to John
Scott, UM chemistry pro
fessor, Robin is wellknown in the field of
spectroscopy, the investi
gation and production of
spectra.
He has contributed sig
nificantly to the under
standing of the structure
of molecules in excited
states, particularly higher
energy states, Scott said.
Robin will speak at 4
p.m. in Room 109 of the
Chemistry-Pharmacy
Building. The topic of his
lecture is “Aspects of
Multiphoton Spec
troscopy.”

7$c PAGE. SeXctnc Spelling-editing. Will write
projects 728-3313. em
* KH-1

help wanted
HELP WANTS0 >n gah-rtg |Ournaa»m »1 vdnU
io run in Aber Dr/ run Faculty moreen
naadedioof
ioi*i
SWi.V INSTRUCTORS recdtd for $ummcr
employment al the University of Montana $
GnaJy Poof. Current Waler Safety. injtruclCftonty.ApptyaiftaGnulyPoo<byMay25.
i«3____________100-3

HSLPWANTEO
Th* SaNabon Army <j seeking Crinston
youth. agm 18-22» wort as counselors for
its aummer day camp App’.cationj clow May
13. Formoro information, call Richard at 5*90710
98-4

FASTANOaccuratetyping721492894-20

CASTLE PROFESSIONAL TYPING
549-0215_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 99-11
THESIS TYPING SERVICE-5*9-7958
___________________________ 8*42

TYPING. EDITING, upehtneed. IBM. convtnent 5*3-7010_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 82-2*
EDIT TYPIT II: Typng Word Processing.
Resumes. Timm, inside klnko'a, 531 S.
MggnjM-F84S 10-5 728-6390_79-35
LYNNS TYPING. 5 a.m.-l p.m.. 549-8074
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TM5

SHAMROCK PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.
PROCESS MAIL « homo $30 per hundred! Ko Word processing for al your error-free typng
needs, also weefc-ondJ and ownings by
expenenoe Part or full time Sun immediate
appointment, 251-3828 251-3904
76-37
ly. Details and sell-addressed, stamped
emtlope Haku DulnbrZors. 115 Wupalam
Ad, Hadcu, HI 96708
35-78

co-op education

work wanted
ILLITERATE? Poor t)p<Sl? Edeng'Typing by
competent M.A in English. 5*3-3929 97-5

business opportunities
MAKE IT HAPPEN - ROTC Summer program.
2*3-4191
98-4

services
BARGAINS GALORE! Mlheili bond copies at
Reprographies, your campus copy shop.
Lodge 211 (2434431), MorvFrl. 8*12,1-5.
Ne11 to Registrar’s 0111 ce.

96-4

15% OFF PHOTOGRAPHS SERVICES tor UM
students. Seo Tuesday's ad Oulfin
Photography. 549-5382_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 82-24
4 HR. EKTACHAOME/8 & W dev/custom
pnnts’Rosenpizn^? East 8roadway. 5433139_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 294*

1-109

DRAFT COUNSELING - 243-2*51

ATTENTION WILDLIFE
BIOLOGY MAJORS!
Applications due today
for tho summer inlcmsh p
w.ft Chamberlain Creek
Elk Shady located m
Lubroch*. Forest area
COMPUTER SCIENCE.
BUSINESS. ECONOMICS WRITWG MAJORS
h»o summer, part-erne intern positions
available with a smaT but growing compufermanagtmonl conMant firm in Missoula
Positions may offer a stipend: enquire about
Harnstaraen ir.<J Assocates INTERVIEW
ING MANAGEMENT TRAINEE position
avtiiabto in Great Fa* lor students majoring in
COUNSELING. PSYCHOLOGY. SOCIAL
WORK. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICA
TION, LIBERAL ARTS. WO be a paid, summer
>naernship involving citecsvc work with the
public, interviewing skills and some
management plamrg work. FOR INFORMA
TION ABOUT THESE AND OTHER INTERN
SHIPS. COME IN TO COOPERATIVE EDUCA
TION. 125 MAIN HALL. 2*3-2815
101-1

RlOE NEEOED foe the 31 new Spurs so UC
Montana Rooms. Tuesday, May 17th, at 5:33
p.m.
10I-*
NEEO LOAOEO VW bus dnven to North
' Carolina coast WXhetp pry for gas. Anytime
■nearlyJure Call728-4142
1CO-*

aLPAYforaiyourgas’ityougivemeandeto
Bozeman on Friday. 13th' OrPy oneway. Call
728-0225crease_________

CAN YOU grro me a ndc to Idaho Fails
ThurJl2lh? Returning Sun/15th. too. Wifi
help with gas and dmmg. Call it ether way tils
your schedule Thx, 7234832
100*2

NEEO RJDE to Great Falls Fri, 13ft. after 2.00
Returning Sun PlcasecalTheresa. 243-4630
100-2
______________________

RIDE DESPERATELY needed lo LivingslocvYellOftStorw area on May 13ftFnday-pfoase. W/l help with gas/driving
Cat 7284225_________?94

RiOE NEEOED lo SeaBa Leavng Frida/. May
13 and returning either Sunday or Monday.
Please call Debbie at 2*3-4926 Thanks’
98-4

i
I

. 1

KENS

1

KITCHEN

ROOM FOR rent ox mile from campus.
$93 TS- mcnth Cal; 5*3-5881
1QQ-*

TWO 8EOROOVS in house June 1st $200
Utilities spft three ways One block from UM
721-13*9
99-3

SUBLEASING FOR Summer, eno room house.
5*2-2904 $110,98-5
ROOMS FCR rent * blocks to campus. $80 lo
$125. See manager at 1011 Gerald. Apartment
1. after six.
9<-8

roommates needed
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, shares in a targe
northsido house: M modem Mchan.
laundry , spaocus dneg room - study area
paneled living room with cable and lirepf ace.
two bafts. Prhrate rooms priced lor fte
summer now. It's a nice place to know. 5422240
964

Buy 1 Single Cone
Get the Scoop
On Top FREE

NIKON EQUIPMENT: 300o» Nikon, $200.500
mm N*on mirror. $200 Nikon F2 body. $250.
Scott LA 439 2*34*83 _____W-J

BEST’S

TO TRANSFER full membership in Woodrush
Spa. Call Bart. 543-6*96, :«»•« name and
number.
99-3

ICE CREAM
FACTORY

wanted to rent____________
OR HOUSESIT immediately by faculty couple.
2-3 bedroom house in Rattlesnake Florence
or Lo>o area Excellent referoxos Call 273681* or 2*3-5053»•«

RIOS NEEOED to Demer. June 7. Will share
wpenm Bob. 2*3*828
101-4

EFFICIENCY APTS $<0.03-1*0.00 per month.
UtAtios included. Montagne Apts.. 107 So.
3rd W. Mgr. *36, 11:00 am.-200 pm.
weekdays.
99-5

Limit 1 Scrap per coupon
Grad Saturday 1 Sunday, May 14.15

for sale

typing__________ transportation
LEGAL SECY. tBM Correcting Sekclnc. ’I"
page 728*7340 after SCO KIM

for rent

WORLD
ww
XntOUTMMGCM
ph >a<o»s

SHOWTIMES
7:00 49:00

2301S. Higgins -10:30-11 Hon.-Sat.; 11-11 Sun.
543-5700

NOW SHOWING

STUDENT DISCOUNT
Present This Ad al the boxoffice to admit one Adult lor $1.75.

WEEKEND SPECIAL

SALMON BAKE
stall’. choice ixtrho. salad or roll,
dessert, coffee or small beverarie

4.75
Fri.-Sat. - 5:3O-midnigh(
Sun. 310 PM

241 w.Maln
(next door to VFW)

Room available for luncheons and small banquets

Roger Ebert CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

CROSSTOWN

“A COMPELLING ROMANTIC
THRILLER THANKS TO NASTASSIA
KINSKI’S SULTRY, MAGICAL SCREEN
PRESENCE’’ -Kathleen Carroll, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

“NASTASSIA KINSKI ISA
KN0CK0UT...SHE MAKES ‘EXPOSED’
AN ABSOLUTE THRILLER!’ - Judith cast. wor-tv
kinski

Friday)
49C
Old Milwaukee
8 ’til Sold Out

A James Toback Film Nasassia Kmsk: Rudolf Nureyev
EXPOSED Har.ey Keitiel Jan McShane Blbl Andersson
RonRandell Pierre Clementi Executive Producer Ses^eSUberman
Music by Georges Delerue Director of Photography Henn Decae
Written, Produced and Directed by James Tbback.

j
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Riverhouse—
Continued from page 1.
can interact at least visually
with other people," said Chris
tie, one of the members.
She has been coming to
River House three times a
week since it opened in April
1981. She works on the news
letter, answers the phone, at
tends classes and workshops
and goes on some of the orga
nized outings. She also works
as a volunteer at the YMCA's
Nearly New Store.
Christie Is one of about 150
people being treated at River
House.
"A lot of our self esteem
comes from our work," said
River House Director John
Lynn, adding that "there needs
to be that holistic connection
that says that the work I’m
doing is meaningful."
Members belong to one of
four units, in which they work
alongside the staff and other
members.
The construction and mainte
nance unit is building a pantry
for the kitchen. Its members
work on such projects in the
workshop after their janitorial
work is finished.
"We have grown so much
since we opened, there is al
ways something to be built,"
said Lynn.
The kitchen unit prepares a
noon meal Monday through
Friday, ranging from such runof-the-mill foods as fried
chicken and cheeseburgers to
more unusual dishes such as
eggplant almond enchiladas
and pitabread falafels. Lunch
for members and guests is $1
per person.
The communication outreach
research unit puts together the
River House News. Its mem
bers also do clerical work and
answer the telephones.
The fourth unit runs a snack
bar in the recreation room,
where sandwiches and other
foods are sold.
The philosophy of River
House is to increase independ
ent living, but “you cannot in
crease independent living until
people have a base where they
can feel secure," said Lynn.
"The program is set up to
allow people to take small
steps," he said.
River House has been recog
nized by the State as an excel
lent program and is more costeffective than an institution, he
said. One day at Warm Springs
State Institution costs $165,
while the cost per person at
River House is only $60 per
day, said Lynn.
River House receives funding
from the State as one of the
programs of the regional men
tal health center. Each of seven
counties in the region also puts
a part of its tax revenues into
the budget of the mental health
center.
River House receives the rest
of its money from fees and
from small private donations.

Most River House members do
not pay their own fees.
Those persons who are eligi
ble have their fees paid for by
Medicaid. There is an income
level-based sliding fee pay*
ment scale for private fee
members. No one is refused
services because of inability to

pay.
River House is a non-profit
corporation modeled after
Fountain House in New York. It
is paid by the state for its ser
vices on a contract basis.
The 13 staff persons are
trained therapists. They lead
the work units and privately

counsel members and their
families. There are also psychi
atrists, a psychiatric nurse and
a doctor available to the mem
bers, many of whom are on
medication for their various
disorders.
River House has been recog
nized as an excellent program

by the State, said Lynn. As a
program it is more beneficial to
its users than an institution and
the results are more cost effec
tive. he said.
River House also operates
two group homes, with eight
residents each, Eddy House
and Bridge House.

uioteibed center

GRAND
OPENING
It’s our Grand Opening
Celebration BUT YOU GET
ALL THE PRESENTS! We’re
SLASHING PRICES ON
WATERBEDS. FURNITURE,
AND ACCESSORIES

OW 0KHIH6 BOWS!
*J

Buy any bed under $200
and you can gel a
waterbed pillow tor

Buy any bed under $400 and you
can get a waterbed mattress pad
for only

CaOO/OO
Offer ends 5/22/83.

Buy any bed al $400 or over and you
can get a set ol padded side rails for

WITH DISCOUNTS
UP TO 50%

$39 95 value
I2995v»lm'

COMPLETE WATER8EO, includes frame,

pedestal, matt row heater. liner,
decking 4 hardware package
Natural finish Twin
Comp value $129 95

THE MUSTANG with bookcaw haadboard. Tmn Comp. value $25995

|lm< om bonus

m< M putCfKMl

THE CAROLINA saddle brown padded
backrest headboard and sdei Ovetn
Comp value
$31995

LIMITED
OUANTITIES!
10 P«r ilortl

SAVE

SAVE
$801
v
-

$1301

THE PLUSH II. with hoadboard 4 sides padded
I,
in soil vinyl
upholstery
Ouoon Comp
valuo $449 95

THE DELTA II, peddod backrosts, high
glow lacquer
finish. quean
Comp value
$48995

THE SOMMERSETII. padded backrests. double
shelves, Orel minor High gloss lecquor finish.
Quean Comp
value $589 95

THE BALBOA
bOOkCM« headboard,
etched nwror. suined
& lacquered Imijh
Quean Comp
»»’ue$«995

SAVE

THE CAROUSEL Curved glass cabmets
M from ms>do mxro'td booicase
hold board
King Comp
vHM
$1249 95

/----------- \

SAVE

$2501

$170!

Save up to 50% on
bedding & accessories
OUR GUARANTEE:
It’s simple! If within 30 days after purchase,
your waterbad is advertised by a competitor at
a tower price, simply bring the ad lo us and
wall REFUNO YOU THE DOTERENCEI

J

DONI MAKE WAVES
WthtneWATERSEOCENTER maorress
wtrr noverrent is reduced io a iMHwm wave
acton is mvwia) Contort is mbeierab'e1 it you've
ner tree IM ddHi.-iiK msiifesssndttovp'nt-e
i-onme-t was too much you'll lore o.r
"Oton'ess millrojf

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

WATERBEO SHEETSI Includes fittod top & bottom
with pair of coordinated pillow caies
Special so'Kt on of stylish colors m king,
Quoen. sopor snglo. and tw.n sires
$5495 SAVE $301 ...

<14.95

VELVET COMFORTERS Assorted patterns
4 cotors to M all waterbeds
Vabes to $179 95...... ..............from <99.95

V

J

(onap^otadcrodil)

waterbed center
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HOLIDAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
1910 BROOKS AVE., MISSOULA • PH: 54M127

Mon-Fri 10am-9pm
Saturday 10am-7pm
Sunday 1pm-5pm

